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Abstract: A series of poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) ionomers containing up to 14 mol% 

of sulfonated succinate units have been synthesized by polycondensation in the melt-phase. 

The copolyesters were obtained with weight average molecular weights oscillating 

between 33,000 and 72,000 g·mol−1. All copolyesters were semicrystalline with melting 

temperatures and enthalpies decreasing and glass transition temperatures increasing with 

the content of ionic units. The thermal stability of PBS was slightly reduced by the 

incorporation of these units, and it was also found that the copolyesters were stiffer but 

also more brittle than PBS. The hydrolytic degradability of PBS was enhanced by 

copolymerization, an effect that was much more pronounced in basic media. 

Keywords: PBS copolyesters; ionomers; thermal properties; hydrolytic degradation; 

sulfonated dimethyl succinate 

 

1. Introduction 

The electrostatic effect exerted by the ionic groups on the packing of polymer chains strengthens 

the intermolecular forces and leads to physical cross-linking. Eisenberg and Rinaudo [1] proposed that 
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the bulk properties of ionomers are governed by ionic interactions taking place in discrete regions of 

the material. In the recent decades, ionomers have been extensively investigated to examine their 

unique characteristic ionic aggregation as responsible for significant changes in physical properties 

such as glass-transition temperature, mechanical behavior, transport of gases, and melt viscosity [2–6]. 

According to the Eisenberg–Hird–Moore model, at increasing ionic concentrations, the aggregates 

(multiplets) start to overlap to form the so-called clusters [7,8]. 

Biodegradable polymers are considered ideal materials for environmental protection and they are 

also of great interest for biomedical applications. Particular attention has been given to aliphatic 

polyesters due to their relatively easy synthesis, good biocompatibility and biodegradability, and 

acceptable overall pattern of properties [9–13]. Among them, poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) is 

nowadays one of the most appealing biodegradable polymer because it is fully sustainable, 

commercially available and exhibits a good balance of thermal and mechanical properties. 

Nevertheless, a good amount of work still remains to be done on this polyester in order to optimize its 

synthesis and to attain the level of performance required by current advanced applications. 

Copolymerization is one of the most important methods for modifying the physical properties  

of polyesters. However, the random incorporation of a second monomeric unit unavoidably entails  

a significant depression in the melting temperature of crystalline polymers that may restrict the 

temperature range over which the copolyester can be used to unacceptable values [14–17]. In order to 

surpass this shortcoming, some authors have introduced the ionomer approach into the field of  

bio-based polyesters [18,19]. Han et al. [9,20] inserted ionic groups into the PBS main chain leading to 

an improved extensibility due to reduction of crystallinity as well as a noticeable modification in melt 

rheological properties due to the ionic interactions. PBS ionomers have been proposed as a solution for 

the brittleness and poor processability of other polymers. Park et al. [21] blended polylactic acid (PLA) 

with PBS ionomers with the aim of improving the shortcomings of PLA. 

The aim of this work is to report on the effect of sodium 1,2-(dimethoxycarbonyl)ethanesulfonate as 

a comonomer on the properties of poly(butylene succinate). This comonomer is dimethyl succinate 

bearing a pendant sodium sulfonate group, which makes the compound ionic and non-symmetric.  

The presence of this unit is expected to modify the properties of the polyester without disturbing its 

packing in the solid state much since its differences in size with the succinate unit are relatively small. 

Two papers have previously reported on these type of copolyesters, both of them dealing with very 

low content of ionic groups and focused exclusively on crystallization aspects [22,23]. In the present 

work, we have prepared a series of PBS copolyesters, abbreviated as PBSxSSy, containing sulfonated 

succinic units (SS) in a range much wider than previously reported, i.e., from 3 to 15 mol% and 

repressing the elimination of sodium sulfonate groups during reaction. The object is to evaluate how 

the basic properties of PBS and, in particular, hydrolytic degradability are affected by the incorporation 

of sulfonated succinate units, with special attention to copolyesters with high content in ionic groups. 
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2. Experimental Section 

2.1. Materials 

Succinic acid (SA) (99%) was purchased from Panreac Química S.L.U. (Barcelona, Spain).  

1,4-Butanediol (99%) and the catalyst dibutyl tin oxide (DBTO, 98%), dimethyl fumarate (DMF) and 

sodium bisulfite were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (Madrid, Spain). Solvents used for purification 

and characterization such as diethyl ether, dimethyl sulfoxide, chloroform, trifluoroacetic acid, 

methanol and dichloroacetic acid were purchased from Panreac Química S.L.U. (Barcelona, Spain). 

All the reagents and solvents were of either technical or high-purity grade and were used as received 

without further purification. 

2.2. Analytical Techniques 

Intrinsic viscosities of the copolyester dissolved in dichloroacetic acid were measured with an Ubbelohde 

viscometer thermostated at 25 ± 0.1 °C. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed on  

a Waters system (Waters Corporation: Milford, MA, USA) equipped with a refractive index detector  

(RID-10A) using 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) as the mobile phase. Molecular weights 

and their distribution were calculated against poly(methyl methacrylate) standards using the Millenium 

820 software (Waters Corporation: Milford, MA, USA). To prevent ionic aggregation, polymer samples 

were previously dissolved in a mixture of chloroform/trifluoroacetic acid (1/1) and precipitated with 

methanol except those containing 10 and 15 mol% of ionic units that were precipitated with diethyl ether. 

NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AMX-300 spectrometer (Bruker Corporation, Wissembourg, 

France) operating at 300.1 MHz for 1H and 75.5 MHz for 13C. About 10 mg for 1H or 50 mg for 13C of 

polymer samples were dissolved in a mixture (70/30, v/v) of deuterated chloroform (CDCl3)/trifluoroacetic 

acid (TFA). Sixty four and 5000–10,000 scans were acquired with 32,768 (32 k) and 65,336 (64 k) data 

points, and 1 and 2 s of relaxation delays for 1H and 13C, respectively. The thermal behavior of the 

polyesters was examined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) with a PerkinElmer DSC Pyris 1 

instrument (Madrid, Spain) calibrated with indium and zinc for the temperature and enthalpy. DSC 

data were obtained from 4 to 6 mg samples at heating and cooling rates of 10 °C·min−1 under nitrogen 

circulation (20 mL·min−1). The Tg of polyesters was measured from amorphous samples at a heating 

rate of 20 °C·min−1. Thermogravimetic analysis (TGA) measurements were carried out with 10 to  

15 mg of sample under a nitrogen flow of 20 mL·min−1 at a heating rate of 10 °C·min−1 and within a 

temperature range of 30–600 °C, using a Perkin–Elmer TGA6 thermobalance (Madrid, Spain). 

Tensile testing was performed on bone shape specimens (2.7 × 10 mm2) which were cut from 

isotropic films obtained by hot pressing with a thickness of about 200 μm. Tensile tests were 

conducted at room temperature on a Zwick BZ2.5/TN1S (Ulm-Einsingen, Germany) universal tensile 

testing apparatus operating at a constant crosshead speed of 10 mm·min−1 with a 0.5 N preload and a 

grip-to-grip separation of 20 mm. Five measurements were taken for each copolyester and the results are 

reported as average values. 
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2.3. Synthesis of Sulfonated Dimethyl Succinate 

Sodium 1,2-(dimethoxycarbonyl)ethanesulfonate (sulfonated dimethyl succinate) (SDMS) was 

synthesized according to the procedure described elsewhere [24]. Dimethyl fumarate (5 g) and 

NaHSO3 (8 g) were dissolved in a methanol/water solution (70/30, v/v) and were left under reflux at 80 °C 

for 8 h. Then, the reaction mixture was evaporated to dryness. The residue was extracted with DMSO, 

the liquid phase was concentrated and precipitated with a large amount of acetone, and the precipitate 

collected by filtration and dried under vacuum at 60 °C for 48 h. The structure of the SDMS 

comonomer was checked by NMR; both 1H and 13C NMR spectra with signals assignments are 

available in the electronic supplementary information file (Figure S1). 

2.4. Polymers Synthesis 

PBS and poly(butylene succinate-co-butylene sulfonated succinate) (PBSxSSy) copolyesters were 

prepared according to the synthetic route depicted in Scheme 1. It consisted of a two-step melt 

polycondensation procedure corresponding to esterification/transesterification and polycondensation 

reactions, respectively. A mixture SA, BD and SDMS with the selected composition and containing 

0.6% (w/w) of dibutyl tin oxide (DBTO) was charged into a 250 mL, three-necked, round-bottom flask 

equipped with a mechanical stirrer, a nitrogen inlet, and a distillation column. A molar ratio  

2.1:1 of BD to SA or SA + SDMS was used for both PBS and PBSxSSy copolyesters. The 

esterification/transesterification reaction was carried out at 170 °C under a nitrogen flow for a period 

of 6 h with continuous removal of the released water and methanol. Polycondensation reaction leading 

to PBS homopolymers was performed either at 240 or 180 °C for 3 h under a 0.03–0.006 mbar vacuum 

using DBTO as a catalyst. Two PBS samples differing in molecular weight (PBS1 and PBS2) were 

respectively obtained. Polycondensation reactions leading to PBSxSSy copolyesters were left to 

proceed at 190 °C under high vacuum for 6–10 h depending on composition. The high viscous liquid 

finally formed was cooled down to room temperature and the atmospheric pressure was restored with  

a nitrogen flow to prevent degradation. If it is not specified, the final solid mass without further 

treatment was used for characterization and property evaluation. 

2.5. Hydrolytic Degradation 

The hydrolytic degradation essays for PBS and PBSxSSy samples were carried out in parallel using 

three different buffer solutions: citric acid (pH 4.0), sodium phosphate (pH 7.4) and sodium carbonate 

buffer (pH 10) at 37 °C. The films were prepared by hot pressing at a temperature just below the 

melting point of the polymer. They were cut into 7 × 7 × 0.20 mm pieces. Samples were immersed in 

10 mL of each buffer for 8 weeks. After a fixed period of time the samples were picked out and 

washed with distilled water and dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature to constant weight and 

finally analyzed by Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC). For NMR spectroscopy analysis samples 

of about 30 mg weight were immersed in NMR tubes containing the corresponding buffer in D2O, and 

incubated under the same conditions. Both the products released to the incubating medium as well as 

the residue left after incubation were subjected to NMR analysis. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Synthesis and Chemical Structure of PBSxSSy Copolyesters 

The synthesis pathway leading to the PBSxSSy ionomers is shown in Scheme 1. The procedure 

consists of two successive steps, the first one is an esterification/transesterification reaction leading to 

low molecular weight oligomers, and the second one is the polycondensation of the oligomers formed 

in the previous step to render the final copolyesters. The first step was carried out at 170 °C with 

removal of the released water and methanol and the second one was carried out at higher temperatures 

under high vacuum to accelerate the transesterification reaction and to unbalance the equilibrium 

towards the formation of high molecular weight polymers by releasing of the excess of BD.  

The maximum temperature applied was in all cases 190 °C because the β-elimination reaction of SS 

units with releasing of NaHSO3 and concomitant generation of fumarate units started to happen above 

this temperature. 

 

Scheme 1. Polymerization reactions leading to homopolyesters and PBSxSSy copolyesters. 

It was observed that the melt viscosity attained by the reaction mass increased gradually with the 

content of SS units as it should be expected for ionomers; it is widely known that sulfonate groups can 

interact to generate ionic aggregates or clusters which act as thermoreversible crosslinks [25,26]. 

Dibutyl tin oxide (DBTO) was the catalyst of choice. Initially, the synthesis of the copolymers was 

done with titanium (IV) tetrabutoxide (TBT), but the result was not satisfactory due to the 

decomposition of SS units and formation of copolyesters with very low intrinsic viscosities.  

DBTO allowed the reaction to proceed at lower temperatures and copolymers with significantly higher 

intrinsic viscosities could be then attained. All the copolyesters were obtained in high yields (higher 

than 90%) and molecular weights fell with increasing content in SS units (Table 1). It should be noted 

that GPC measurements could be affected by ionic aggregations. Although one can expect that the 

treatment of samples with TFA previous to injection and the use of HFIP as the mobile phase will 

minimize the occurrence of ionic interactions, their complete absence cannot be fully ascertained. 

However results afforded by GPC were very consistent with intrinsic viscosities measured in 

dichloroacetic acid (DCA), which ranged between 0.74 and 1.18 dL·g−1 with values also decreasing as 
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the content of the copolyester in SS units increased. Nevertheless, the clear conclusion that can be 

drawn from these data is that the polycondensation reaction is hindered in the presence of the dimethyl 

sulfonated succinate comonomer. One factor motivating the decrease in molecular weight is the 

limited temperature at which polycondensation has to be conducted in order to avoid the β-elimination 

reaction of sulfonate groups. A second factor is the increase in melt viscosity of the mass reaction with 

the content of the forming copolyester in SS units, which hinders the volatilization of BD that is 

released in the polycondensation step. 

Table 1. Composition and molecular weights of poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) homopolyesters 

and poly(butylene succinate-co-butylene sulfonated succinate) (PBSxSSy) copolyesters. 

Copolyester 
Copolyester composition a Copolyester composition b Molecular weights 

S/SS S/SS [η] c Mw d Ð d 

PBS1 e 100/0 100/0 1.33 112,000 2.2 

PBS2 f 100/0 100/0 1.0 45,600 2.5 

PBS97SS3 97/3 97.9/2.1 1.18 72,000 2.5 

PBS95SS5 95/5 96.1/3.9 1.03 39,000 2.4 

PBS92SS8 92/8 92.8/7.2 1.02 38,000 2.4 

PBS90SS10 90/10 90.9/9.1 0.94 35,000 2.2 

PBS85SS15 85/15 86.2/13.8 0.74 33,000 2.1 
a Molar ratio of comonomers in the initial feed; b Composition of the copolyester (mol/mol) determined by 1H NMR; 
c Intrinsic viscosity (dL·g−1) measured in dichloroacetic acid at 25 °C; d Weight-average molecular weight 

(Mw) (g·mol−1) and dispersity (Ð) determined by GPC; e Sample prepared at a polycondensation temperature 

of 240 °C; f Sample prepared at a polycondensation temperature of 180 °C. 

 

Figure 1.1H NMR (bottom) and 13C NMR (top) of PBS85SS15 copolyester. 
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The chemical structure and composition of PBSxSSy copolyesters was ascertained by NMR. The 1H 

and 13C NMR spectra of PBS85SS15 are shown in Figure 1 as representative of the series. The content 

in SS units was determined by the ratio of the integrated NMR signals at 3.25 ppm for the CH2 in the 

SS unit (signal e) and at 2.76 ppm for the two CH2 in the succinate unit (signal c). Results are listed in 

Table 1 indicating that the content of copolyesters in sulfonated units was lower than in the feed. 

Differences are however small, around 10% in overall, and they must be attributed to the β-elimination 

reaction of sulfonated groups happening in the SS units. This side reaction was observed to be 

enhanced at higher temperatures [22]; as it is shown in the supplementary information file (Figure S2), 

the peak corresponding to fumarate protons becomes clearly observed in the 1H NMR spectra of  

a copolyester heated at 210 °C for 30 min. 

3.2. Thermal and Mechanical Properties 

The effects exerted by the incorporation of SS units on the thermal properties of PBS were 

evaluated by DSC and TGA. The DSC data obtained for the whole PBSxSSy series examined in this 

work are collected in Table 2. The two samples of PBS showed practically the same Tg value of −37 °C, 

which was found to increase up to −32 °C with the content in SS units. Such slight but significant 

increase in Tg is supposedly caused by the ionic interactions taking place between the sulfonate groups, 

which are known to act as physical crosslinks that restrict the chain mobility. Eisenberg et al. [27,28], 

reported a similar behavior for styrene-based ionomers, which contain ionic multiplets, each of them 

surrounded by a shell of restricted chain mobility. The restricted mobility region surrounding an isolated 

multiplet would be too small as to have a noticeable effect on the overall Tg of the polymer, but the 

multiplet itself would increase the Tg of the polymer by acting as a large cross-link. A similar effect 

has been reported by Im et al. [22,23] for the same copolyesters with low content of SS units and 

attributed to the restricted chain mobility caused by the strong intermolecular association of ionic groups. 

To evaluate the thermal stability of the polyesters, TGA measurements were carried out under  

a nitrogen atmosphere in the 30–600 °C interval. The TGA traces of PBSxSSy copolyesters are shown 

in Figure 2a where the trace for PBS1 has been included for comparison, and data obtained therefrom 

are summarized in Table 2, which shows that the thermal stability of copolyesters decreased with the 

content in SS units. Thermal decomposition of PBS occurs in a single stage with maximum rate at 

about 405 °C with a 1%–2% of residual weight left upon heating at 600 °C. The insertion of SS units in 

PBS not only tends to decrease the decomposition temperature but also makes the process more complex. 

Up to four decomposition steps are detected in the PBSxSSy copolyesters with that happening at 

390−400 °C being much more prominent than the others (Figure 2b). The remaining weight after the 

thermal degradation at 600 °C increased continuously with the content in SS units, which may be 

accounted for by the metallic residue left in the decomposition of the SS units (Table 2). 
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Figure 2. (a) TGA traces of PBS1 and PBSxSSy; (b) Derivative curves of PBS1 and a selection of 

PBSxSSy copolyesters. 

Table 2. Thermal and mechanical properties of PBS homopolymer and PBSxSSy copolyesters. 

Copolyester 

TGA DSC Stress-strain Parameters 

Td a  

(°C) 

maxTd b 

(°C) 

RW c  

(%) 

Tg d  

(°C) 

Tm e  

(°C) 

ΔHm e 

(J g−1) 

Tc f  

(°C) 

ΔHc f 

(J g−1) 

E g  

(Mpa) 

σmax h 

(Mpa) 

εmax i  

(%) 

PBS1 363 408 1 −37 115 (114) 70 (74) 75 66 440 ± 5 35 ± 1 282 ± 10 

PBS2 356 405 3 −37 113 (114) 77 (67) 78 62 403 ± 3 26 ± 1 10 ± 1 

PBS97SS3 359 403 5 −36 113 (111) 90 (69) 71 65 480 ± 10 36 ± 2 121 ± 3 

PBS95SS5 344 399 6 −36 113 (111) 71 (66) 63 63 515 ± 10 39 ± 1 21 ± 3 

PBS92SS8 338 397 9 −34 111 (110) 61 (60) 54 57 860 ± 5 42 ± 1 9 ± 1 

PBS90SS10 328 396 12 −33 110 (108) 43 (56) 53 50 930 ± 7 38 ± 1 6 ± 1 

PBS85SS15 315 393 13 −32 106 (105) 53(46) 36 25 1050 ± 8 28 ± 2 3 ± 1 

a Degradation temperature at which a 10% weight loss was observed in TGA traces at 10 °C·min−1; b Temperature of 

maximum degradation rate for the main decomposition step; c Remaining weight at 600 °C; d Glass transition temperature 

taken as the inflection point of the heating DSC traces of melt-quenched samples recorded at 20 °C·min−1; e Melting 

temperatures and enthalpies were registered at a heating rate of 10 °C·min−1. In parenthesis, values recorded in the second 

heating; f Crystallization temperatures and enthalpies were registered at cooling from 200 °C at 10 °C·min−1; g Young’s 

modulus measured at room temperature on a Zwick BZ2.5/TN1S; h Maximum tensile stress; i Maximum elongation  

at break. 

All PBSxSSy copolyesteres are semicrystalline with melting temperatures and enthalpies slightly 

decreasing with the content in SS units. Since the random insertion of the second comonomer will 

diminish the chain regularity of PBS, a decrease in both crystallite size and crystallinity should be 

expected for the copolyesters. Nevertheless the effect is really moderate with a decay of Tm in less than 

10 °C for a content of 15 mol% in SS units. The thermograms registered at the first heating from 

copolyester samples prepared by precipitation from CHCl3 with methanol are shown in Figure 3. All of 

them display well-defined endothermic peaks characteristic of melting. Moreover, all of the 

copolyesters were able to crystallize from the melt upon cooling at 10 °C·min−1 with a good reproduction 

of melting at the second heating (Figure S3). Samples obtained by precipitation from solution are 
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expected to be well crystallized and to therefore display high melting temperature and enthalpy. 

Samples used for the second heating were crystallized under much more unfavorable conditions.  

The small differences observed in both Tm and ΔHm between first and second heating traces (Table 2) 

are indicative of the ability of these copolyesters to crystallize from the melt. In principle, it could be 

thought that ionic clusters that have not been destroyed after melting may act as nucleating agents 

favoring the crystallization of the molten material, as it was reported for these copolyesters with low 

content of SS units [22]. In the present case, however, the large supercooling observed for crystallization, 

which attains up to near 70 °C, makes such interpretation less probable. 

 

Figure 3. DSC thermograms (first heating) of PBSxSSy copolyesters and PBS1. 

The basic mechanical parameters of the copolyesters registered in tensile essays are presented in 

Table 2 together with those of PBS1 and PBS2 that have been included for comparison. The stress-strain 

curves experimentally obtained are depicted in Figure S4 of the Supplementary Informaiton file.  

Large differences in the mechanical parameters are observed between PBS1 and PBS2 according to 

what should be expected from their greatly different molecular weights. In fact, a drastic decay in 

extensibility in addition to slight reductions in the elastic modulus and maximum stress were observed 

for PBS when the molecular weight decreased from ~100,000 to ~45,000. Mechanical data for the 

PBSxSSy series can be then analyzed as a function of composition by taking as reference PBS2, which 

has a molecular weight acceptably close to those of copolyesters. Sample PBS97SS3 displays, however, 

an exceptional behavior due to its higher molecular weight and crystallinity; in this case, the three 

analyzed mechanical parameters are enhanced with respect to those of PBS2, as should be  

reasonably expected. The trend observed for the Young’s modulus along the whole series is very clear:  

E increased steadily with the content in SS units to reach near three-times the PBS value for a SS units 

content of about 15 mol%. Such a variation is in agreement with the increasing value of Tg. The elongation 

at break was found to follow an opposite trend which is consistent with the variation observed for the 

elastic modulus. On the other hand, the influence of composition on the maximum stress is such that 

σmax differences for copolyesters in the 5–10 mol% range are less than 10% and may be considered just 

as due to uncontrolled experimental factors. The exceptional low value observed for PBS85SS15 can be 

explained by the lower crystallinity displayed by this sample. In spite of the lack of an apparent 
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systematic variation in the measured parameters, it can be preliminarily concluded from this analysis 

that the insertion of ionic sulfonated units makes the polyester stiffer but also more brittle because of 

the high reduction undergone in the elongation to break. This behavior is in accordance with that 

displayed by other ionomers containing sulfonated units that have been reported by us in previous 

works [2,29]. 

3.3. Hydrolytic Degradation 

Polyester recycling is in the focus of current polymer research concerning sustainability.  

Chemical recycling leading to monomer (or oligomer) recovery for subsequent valorization is  

an actual alternative method to physical processes, and PBS is a good candidate for hydrolysis 

recycling with regeneration of succinic acid [30]. Therefore, to know the influence of comonomers on 

novel PBS copolyesters is a matter of unquestionable importance. 

Accordingly, the effect exerted by the incorporation of SS units on the hydrolytic degradation of 

PBS has been evaluated under a variety of conditions. The copolyesters chosen for comparison with 

PBS were PBS95SS5 and PBS85SS15. They were incubated in pH 7.4 buffers at 37 °C and also at pH 4.0 

and 10 to estimate their susceptibility to hydrolysis under both acidic and basic conditions.  

The degradation progress was monitored by following the weight loss and molecular weight decay of 

the residual sample as a function of the incubation time. These data are presented in Figure 4.  

After eight weeks of incubation at pH 7.4, the Mw of samples with SS unit contents of 5 and 15 mol% 

was 33% and 39% of the initial value, respectively whereas PBS decreased only in less than 20%.  

It becomes clear, therefore, from these results that the hydrolytic degradation is enhanced by 

increasing contents in SS units. 

To gain insight into the degradation of the polyester chain at the molecular level, PBS1, PBS95SS5 

and PBS85SS15 polyesters were incubated at 37 °C in aqueous buffer at pH 4.0 and pH 10 and both the 

releasing fragments and the residual polymer were analyzed weekly over a period of two months. 

Changes taking place in sample weight and Mw of the three polyesters upon hydrolysis are comparatively 

depicted in Figure 4. A significant decay in both sample weight and molecular weight was observed 

for the PBSxSSy copolyesters. It was observed that the hydrolytic degradation was drastically accelerated 

by increasing either ionic content or pH. Similar observations have been recently reported for PBS 

ionenes [31] as well as for other copolyesters containing sulfoisophthalic units [2,18,29], and such 

increase has been attributed to the enhancement of the hydrophilicity caused by the presence of the 

ionic groups. 
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Figure 4. Evolution of sample remaining weight (left) and weight average molecular 

weight (right) for PBS1, PBS95SS5 and PBS85SS15 at pH 7.4, 4.0 and 10 (top to bottom) at 

37 °C, as a function of incubation time. 

Melting enthalpies displayed by PBS1, PBS95SS5 and PBS85SS15 polyesters after incubation are 

compared in Figure 5. It is noteworthy to highlight that crystallinity of the three polyesters increased as 

degradation proceeded, with the highest values attained when samples were incubated in basic 

conditions. Such increase in crystallinity is indicative that hydrolysis has taken place preferably in the 

more permeable amorphous phase, as it is usually observed in semicrystalline polymers [32]. 
1H NMR spectra of PBS85SS15 residue and of the products released to the incubation medium after 

eight weeks of incubation are depicted in Figure 6. It can be observed that the signals due to sulfonate 

units (eSS and dSS) almost disappeared in the degraded sample, and that signals arising from –CH2OH 

end groups increased as a consequence of the hydrolysis process. The spectra of water soluble products 

showed signals corresponding to succinic and sulfonated succinic acids, 1,4-butanediol and short 
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oligomers, which are more intense for samples incubated at basic pH where copolyesters underwent  

a more severe degradation. 

 

Figure 5. Melting enthalpies of PBS1, PBS95SS5 and PBS85SS15 after eight weeks of 

incubation and initial samples. 

 

Figure 6. 1H NMR spectra of PBS85SS15 (a) residue and (b) water soluble products (c) of PBS85SS15 

degraded in aqueous buffer, pH 10 for eight weeks. The arrows indicate signals arising from 

oligomers generated upon hydrolysis. 
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The evolution of the content in sulfonated units of the residual PBS85SS15 with time for an incubation 

period of eight weeks under the different essayed conditions is plotted in Figure 7. These results are 

consistent with those obtained by sample weighing and GPC measurements and reveal that degradation 

involves preferably the hydrolysis of the SS units. The drastically accelerated degradation observed at 

pH 10 is ascribed to both the higher hydrophilicity of the copolyester and to the faster and more 

efficient hydrolytic degradation process that takes place in copolyesters at basic pH. 

 

Figure 7. Evolution of the content in sulfonated units of the residual PBS85SS15 along incubation time. 

4. Conclusions 

High molecular weight PBS copolyesters containing amounts of ionic sulfonate groups up to ~15 mol% 

were successfully synthesized by using sodium sulfonate dimethyl succinate as the comonomer. 

Polycondensation was carried out in the melt phase following essentially the same procedure that is 

used for the industrial preparation of PBS, although the reaction temperature had to be lower in order 

to prevent decomposition of the sulfonated compounds. The sulfonated diester effectively entered the 

growing polyester chain so that the compositions of the resulting copolyesters were quite close to those of 

the feed from which they were obtained. The weight-average molecular weights of the copolyesters were 

between 30,000 and 70,000 units, which is a range acceptable for most of their foreseeable applications. 

The changes in thermal properties of PBS due to copolymerization were not significant. The copolyesters 

continued to be thermally stable and semicrystalline, and they retained the ability to crystallize  

from the melt. Conversely, the mechanical behavior changed noticeably with both molecular weight 

and composition. In general, copolyesters were stiffer and stronger but also more brittle than PBS.  

The hydrodegradability was enhanced by copolymerization, an effect that was more pronounced when 

the copolyester was incubated in basic medium. All the property modifications were more apparent as 

the content in sulfonated units increased, and all the observed effects could be reasonably accounted 

for by the specific molecular interactions that are expected to occur from the presence of ionic units in 

the PBS chain. 
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Supplementary Information 

The 1H and 13C NMR spectra of SDMS monomer, the 1H NMR spectrum of PBS85SS15copolyester 

after heating at 210 °C, the second heating DSC thermograms and the strain-stress curves of PBSxSSy 

copolyesters can be accessed at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4360/7/7/1232/s1. 
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